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“We cannot solve our problems with the same thinking we used when we created them.”

– Albert Einstein
Foreword

This book is neither traditional science nor religion but is instead my own autonomous philosophy. The fact that a minister with two Doctorates in theology read the entire book and loved it enough to write the Forward simply confirms to me what I have always hoped, and it is that the material within this book passes the ultimate level of scrutiny. The content I give you here comes from the source of religion and the source of science—a timeless perennial wisdom from within, which the findings of top physicists such as Albert Einstein and other Nobel Prize winners confirm. This book consists of the common elements of true spirituality and science, serving as a bridge between the two and hence offering a unifying principle for humanity.

Forward by Mario Fusco

“‘The Solution…’ shows us our civilization’s greatest error: How the Godling (the authentic self we are born as), with its love, trust, high expectations, god-like powers and propensities, is forcibly replaced by the false self with its social norms of assured mutual destruction, hence a civilization gone awry. By restoring the Godling you can achieve your greatest possible selfhood and enter your own promised land of materialized dreams.
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“In editing ‘The Solution…’, my perspective as a scientist with doctorates in theology is that ‘The Solution…’ bridges science, metaphysics and true religion. We can literally change the course of civilization by lifting the race to a higher path through implementing the solution.

“For thousands of years, true Christians have relied on Faith for lack of understanding how God unveils his Master plan. For the first time, ‘The Solution…’ gives us a glimpse behind the curtain.

“William’s explanation of the Godling and how it becomes the false self, along with his proposed solutions, echo New Testament Scripture and Christ’s teachings that God is Love and that we are made in His image. The same message is embodied by Pope Francis.

“By applying the principles outlined in ‘The Solution…’ God’s final plan may be manifest, and humankind may usher in a new era in which the Promised Land is within all our grasp.”

—Mario Fusco TH.D., RS.D, BSc.
Endorsement

“THE SOLUTION”

“The Solution…” bridges science, metaphysics & true religion. We can literally change the course of civilization by lifting the race to a higher path through implementing the solution.”

– Mario Fusco TH.D., RS.D, BSc.
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Preface

My story begins decades back.

My vision was of a clean and natural paradise on earth, devoid of war, crime, disease and suffering, and instead rich in love and joyful fulfillment, a world in which everyone could realize their heart’s desires. Through the 80’s and 90’s I channeled all my energy and resources to create an educational institution that could enlighten civilization to bring about that kind of future for humanity.

On August 30th, 2000, after decades of struggles and striving, I finally achieved my longing. With an investor, I founded *Earth Network of Altruistic, Autonomous Individuals, Inc.*, (EN). As a result, I could now help humanity in the way I wanted to, and it also meant no more outdoor work in ice and snow! Now I could consistently work on my laptop implementing my vision for humanity in a natural subtropical paradise, as I had been doing intermittently for about ten years.

My best memories are of hot and humid Florida mornings going swimming in a spring-fed lake or pristine blue ocean, then sitting on a towel in my bathing suit in front of an air conditioner using my laptop, or in a lawn-chair set on white coral sand under palm trees and surrounded by subtropical gardens and exotic birds. Nothing could improve on that lifestyle—swimming in or exploring paradise with
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those I loved, and then going to work in service of a mission to liberate humanity.

My dream has come true: everyone has access to “The Solution to All of Humanity’s Problems & The Secret to Creating the Life You Want,” as well as the many other books I have published in the last two years.
Introduction

My message is that we can all participate in the transformation of our human nature and institutions to form the ideal collective future — the flowering of civilization on earth.

When a man finally recognizes his true nature, he will cease creating his false self and will change his nature. As a result, there will be a complete change of focus that will bring about a new human with entirely new ways of achieving goals and solving problems. That time is upon us now. This book gives you the secret to creating what you want in life and tells us what we must do to transform our institutions and make them friendlier.

To liberate humanity and bring about a social climate that allows everyone to realize their intrinsic desires, we must first remove the invisible barriers to success or mind pollution holding us all back. Humanity is being prevented from entering the promised land. We are unknowingly creating a counterfeit human being, ineffective institutions, a destructive social reality, and we lack an understanding of how we create our reality.

This book will help solve that problem; this book is “The Solution...”
An Amazingly Beautiful Childhood

A Fork in The Road

In my childhood I was shy and had some problems, but then a seemingly minor event occurred. I picked up a metaphysical book and the rest was history. My life had changed. By excitedly applying the metaphysics in Jane Robert’s Seth book, at age thirteen, amazing things began to happen. I soared. At age thirteen my solar home designs were built in my home town, I worked with a Yale professor on inventions and I applied my creativity in such amazing ways that it confounded others.

Joy manifested fantastic times in my early life. But as I was climbing something happened. The positivity was crashing into its opposite, which were layers of dark stuff that had built up, junk that points the finger and says, “who are you to be successful, this is not who you really are.”

When you introduce positive ideas and new constructive beliefs into your mind it actually “calls up” its opposite. So, if you go really, really high in your thinking, and if deep, deep down you hold something that could attack that positivity, you run the risk of having that conflict materialize in your life. The same holds true to one extent or another for any other individual or society as a whole. The “dark stuff” is calling the shots and pulling the strings until we challenge it, as I did.
The Rise of The Godling

The Godling, Dream, Pestilence & Parasite

We are born as our pure inner self I call the Godling, with its many powers and positive propensities. During our domestication in childhood, however, we internalize our ancestor’s worldview and its projection into matter I call the Collective Dream of the World (CDW). The negative aspects of the CDW I term the pestilence, which is internalized as a parasite, the voice of which is the bad judge prone to do wrong.

The Godling with its positive internal definition and self-talk naturally radiates what I call mental sunshine and spreads it throughout society. The Godling trusts their own goodness and has great expectations. Godling propensities will bring about an ideal civilization. The Godling, however, is destroyed by domestication and replaced with the parasite and its negative self-definition and view of human nature. The parasite degrades others and spreads emotional poison. This is civilization’s current destructive dilemma. This “virus” — imposing our negative definitions and resulting emotional poison via education, domestication, bullying, degrading conversation, excessive controls and regulations, incorrect “justice,” terrorism, etc. — is bringing the entire civilization down. Assured mutual destruction is the current track of civilization because the majority are degrading and punishing someone (or many) in a perpetual virus of assured mutual destruction.
Distrust of What We Are

Our social system, institutions and government tend to restrict us because of an underlying distrust of human nature and related ideas inherent in the CDW. The beliefs and policies of the current president of the United States of America are a perfect example of the destructive effect of what I am going to bring to your attention. If we cleanse civilization of these ideas and teach the new consciousness science paradigm, trust of human nature and our goodness or Godling nature, a different, more beautiful world than we can now fathom will evolve.

The Rise of The Godling

If you have any questions as to the validity of these theories, consider the new science on which this book’s content is grounded. If you have trouble understanding the science, read through the third and fourth chapters regardless, and as you are reading the remainder of the book it will all become clear.

The new science will soon become stamped with the approval of all, including all elements of “the establishment,” and as a result civilization will be transformed and we will progress way beyond where we are now. Our authentic godling nature will rise into prominence and the race will not be recognizable, we will have transformed our individual and collective reality, and in no small way. This will happen very rapidly.
PART ONE: THE JOURNEY BEGINS

\[ C = Ef = M \]

Consciousness = Electromagnetic Field = Matter

Max Planck, Nobel Prize winner father of quantum mechanics says, “I regard matter as a derivative from consciousness.” — The Observer, 1931.

This remarkable new way of looking at the universe is supported by two more of the world's most eminent thinkers — Stanford neurophysiologist Karl Pribram, & University of London physicist David Bohm, a former protege of Einstein's.
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